Christmas In A Box FAQs
What measures have you taken to deliver safe Christmas parties?
Our primary concern is always the health of our staff and customers so we have
a strict set of operational procedures in light of COVID-19.
We have introduced additional measures of heath and safely both with our
chefs and customer facing staff to minimise the risk of infection.
All our food is safely prepared in our kitchens and served in individual boxes
ensuring no cross contamination.
All our staff have been instructed to be extra vigilant and follow increased
hygiene protocols.
Any staff who exhibit symptoms or live with anyone affected or displaying
symptoms will be instructed to follow the government guidelines regarding
self-isolation.
Our delivery teams are separate to our kitchen team to reduce risk. During
delivery and collection our staff aim to limit contact as much as possible. All
equipment is sanitised and anti-viralled in between uses.
All entertainers have been chosen as their acts are not affected by socially
distancing.
We will also adhere to any of your internal COVID-19 guidelines during the
event as well as any site visits carried out before each event.

How does the food and beverage serving work?
Food will be laid out in grazing stations for guests to help themselves, with tongs
and serving equipment, and will be a mix of canapes, grazing food and desserts.
Dietries and allergens can be catered for, please enquire at the time of booking.
Cocktails, beer and wine will be served from our bar to groups of guests.
Are we allowed to mix and match some of your packages?
Of course. It’s your party and we want it to be right for you so we’re happy to
review the elements to ensure they’re perfect for your group.
Let us know what you’d like to change, and we can help you with suggestions.
NB some price variations may apply.
Can we choose an alternative theme?
If you’d like a different theme all together then just let us know. We’ve got plenty
of ideas and can also work with any specific requests. The elements of the party
box will stay the same but will be styled differently.
How do we decide on our pick and mix entertainment?
We have created an entertainment directory for you and your colleagues to select
your favoured acts geared around the suggested themes. If you would like us to
source an alternative act not currently in the directory we will happily oversee
see this for you.
NB additional costs may apply.
Can we add additional elements to the package?
Absolutely, the packages cover most of the essential elements but you are more
than welcome to add more live entertainment, further styling like draping,
bespoke furniture, lighting or masterclasses to make the most out of the
occasion.

If we want to do an awards evening to recognise the efforts of our staff this
year, is this something you can do for us?
We have enormous experience in producing award shows, both big and small,
and can oversee this for you very easily. We’d work with you on your AV
requirements, awards structure, stings etc and choreograph this for you.
NB additional costs will apply.
How does the ordering process work?
It’s very simple. You choose your Christmas party box from the listed themes,
confirm your minimum guest numbers and then we take over with the
planning. We’ll need a site visit to agree on safe and preferred layouts in your
designated party space within your office All operational plans will be approved
by you to check you are happy.
Do we have to clear up at the end of the night?
Not at all. We will remove all glassware, food, bottles, catering hire and give the
floors a sweep before we leave.
Is there anything we have to do in terms of preparation?
Very little other than arranging for a clear space with all existing office
furniture removed for us to create the ideal party for you.
What are the costs?
All inclusive party boxes start from £95 pp +VAT.
How do we pay for it?
An invoice will be sent and due for payment 30 days before the event. If the
party is cancelled within 10 working days we will charge for food & beverage
plus any entertainment costs already incurred.

